




























































England$ and$Wales.$ It$ has,$ through$ a$ critical$ literature$ review$ and$ two$ small$ scale$ research$
projects,$examined$the$meaning$of$ ‘Islamic$Law’$in$the$context$of$ legal$practice,$explored$how$
‘Islamic$Law’$is$currently$integrated$into$legal$education$in$England$and$Wales$and,$examined$





The$ results$ of$ the$ literature$ review$ and$ empirical$work$ in$ this$ study$ indicate$ that$ there$ is$ a$
pressing$need$ for$knowledge$and$skills$ in$ ‘Islamic$Law’,$ required$ for$ legal$practice$ that$ is$not$
currently$being$met$by$ legal$education.$ $Although$some$ limited$higher$education$provision$ in$
‘Islamic$ Law’$ was$ located$ on$ the$ basis$ of$ the$ data$ obtained$ for$ this$ thesis,$ this$ provision$ is$
inadequate$to$enable$legal$professionals$to$practise$$‘Islamic$Law’$competently,$and$$consequently,$
is$unable$ to$address$ ‘Islamic$Law’s’$ increasing$significance$ in$England$and$Wales.$This$ thesis,$
therefore,$culminates$in$the$proposal$of$the$first$ever$‘Islamic$Law’$framework,$to$the$researcher’s$
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1"Sunnah.com,"‘Book"of"General"Behavior"(Kitab"Al>Adab)">"Sunan"Abi"Dawud"2811">""Sayings"and"Teachings"(Hadith)"of"




























































































Fiqh!( ةقفل! ):" ‘Conceptually,"the"human"attempt"to"understand"divine"law"(Shari’ah)."Whereas"
shariah"is"immutable"and"infallible,"fiqh"is"fallible"and"changeable’.3$It"can"be"separated"into"




all" legal" acts" into" either" ibadat" ( *()ابع )" or"mu’amalat" ( Tالماعم ).!The" distinction" is" important"
because" the" principle" in" all" matters" involving" ibadat" is" that" they" are" not" susceptible" to"
innovations"or"change."In"mu’amalat,"however,"there"is"considerably"more"room"to"develop"and"








‘Islamic!Law’:!The"meaning"of" ‘Islamic"Law’" is"contentious"and" it" is"not"a" ‘uniform"body"of"
regulatory"norms’7"as"the"phrase"may"suggest."It"is"often"used"interchangeably"with"the"words"
Fiqh"and"Shari’ah"or"is"used"to"mean"both."For"the"purposes"of"this"study"‘Islamic"Law’"will"be"
used" to" refer" to" the" broad" legal" tradition" encompassing" Fiqh" and" Shari’ah" that" is" used" by"






































Legal!Professional:!A"barrister"(also"known"as"counsel)," law"teacher," " legal"academic," legal"
executive"or"solicitor"who"follows"a"‘vocation"that"is"based"on"expertise"in"the"law"and"in"its"
applications’.11"The"Legal"Services"Act"200712"also" includes"within" the"definition"of" ‘lawyer’"
other"types"of"professionals,"such"as"notaries,"patent"attorneys"and"many"more."""
"
























investigate" every" different" type" of" legal" professional" within" the" constraints" that" exist."















ritual"worship" such" as" prayer" or" fasting," and"mu’amalat" are" acts" involving" interaction" and"
exchange"among"people"such"as"sales"and"sureties."The"distinction"is"important"because"the"







(fatwa)" on" a" point" of" Islamic" law." These" opinions" are" generally" based" on" precedent" and"















form"the"Shari’ah."It"consists"of"chapters,"each"chapter"known"as"surah"( ,"#س )"(pl."suwar"( "#س ))"




Shari’ah!( ةع3رشل! ):!This" is" ‘Revealed"Law’"derived" from"the"revelation"of" the$Qur’an"and" the"



















17"(٤) UWِۡ Yَُو Uٌِىۡح3َ َّال[ Jُ8)  ٰىَحو ( aَٰٓوَ`ۡل_ ِنَع ُقِطنJَ اَم3َ  )"‘Nor"does"he"say"(aught)"of"(his"own)"Desire."(3)"It"is"no"less"than"inspiration"sent"
down"to"him:"(4)".Surah"An"Najm"(53:3>4).""
Quran"Explorer,"The$Holy$Qur’an"<http://www.quranexplorer.com/quran/>"accessed"18"January"2019."










Students:! Students" studying" law" as" part" of" undergraduate" or" postgraduate" academic" or"
vocational"courses."
"
Sunnah!( ةنس ل! ):!‘The"Prophet"Muhammad’s"as"a"model"conduct"that"has"been"established"22








consensus)." The" other" branch" of" Islam," the" Shi’is," are" guided" as" well" by" the" wisdom" of"
Muhammad's"descendants,"but"through"his"son>in>law"Ali’.24"
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English" transliteration"of"Arabic" terminology"has"been"done" from"Modern"Standard"Arabic"






















This" thesis"presents" the" culmination"of" the" findings"of" the" four" interdependent"Documents"



























































































































‘Islamic" Law’," the" first" of" the" thesis" concepts," is" one" of" the" oldest" continuing" legal"
traditions37" and" is" currently" applied," fully" or" partially," in" over" fifty" countries." Its"













the" third" thesis" concept," referred" to" in" the" ‘Legal" Education" and" Training" Review’"
(LETR)41" as" ‘Legal" Services" Education" and" Training’" (LSET),42" will" form" the" focus."
Although" a" range" of" legal" professions" are" recognised" by" the" Legal" Services" Act"
2007(LSA),43" this"study"concentrates"on" the"qualification"structures" for"solicitors"and"
barristers," whose" regulation" is" overseen" by" the" Legal" Services" Board" (LSB).44" These"
























and" barristers" who" both" rely" on" similar" pre>qualification" components" such" as" the"
undergraduate" law" degree" or" the" Graduate" Diploma" in" Law" (GDL)" (see" section" 2.5"
below),"and"therefore,"concentrating"on"both"of"these"professions"together"provides"an"
opportunity" for" ‘Islamic" Law’" to" reach" the" largest" number" of" intending" legal"
professionals.""
"




















The" significance" of" this" study" is" apparent," first" of" all," by" considering" the" statistics."
According"to"the"2011"United"Kingdom"(UK)"Census,"there"were"2.79"million"Muslims"in"















of" them" identified" solely" as" British" despite" being" ethnically" diverse," for" example," by"








The" identities" of" these" British" Muslims" are" multiple" because," as" well" as" the" British"









































of"Muslims." Just" over" half" of" the" respondents" (53%)" also" stated" they"were" regularly"
religiously"active,"and"only"4%"stated"they"did"not"do"any"religious"activities"at"all"on"
their" own.61" Most" Muslims" surveyed" (83%)" and," indeed," most" Britons" regardless" of"
religion" (66%)," agreed" that" ‘it" is" possible" to" fully" belong" to" Britain" and" maintain" a"
separate"cultural"or"religious"identity’.62""
"
These" statistics" are" important" for" this" study," as" it" is" the" importance" of" religion" and"
religious"practice"originating"from"‘Islamic"Law’"that"leads"to"British"Muslim"clients,"and"






‘multiple" and" shifting" identities" within" these" bounded" communities’,64" certain"
commonalities"exist,"and"‘the"development"and"emergence"of"a"Muslim"identity"must"be"
understood"as"part"of"wider"social,"political"and"economic"developments"in"Britain’,65"in"
this" case" by" solicitors" and" barristers" for" the" purposes" of" legal" practice." " Such" is" the"
influence"of"‘Islamic"Law’"in"England"and"Wales,"there"exists"what"is"known"as"‘MILLI’66"
(Muslim,"Islam"and"the"Law,"a"Legal"Industry)."This"movement,"which"is"very"prominent"



























‘Islamic" Law’" therefore" operates" in" legal" practice" in" a" sphere" that" is" impacted" by"
increasing"numbers"of"British"Muslims,"with"sustained"high"levels"of"religious"activity"
and" the" strong" identification" of" religion" with" identity," even" for" those" who" are" less"
engaged"in"religious"activities."They"together"form"the"British"Muslim"population"for"the"
purpose"of"this"study."Whilst"adhering"to"state"law"due"to"their"national"identity,"British"
Muslims’" religious" practice" is," as" discussed" further" below," rarely" recognised" or"
accommodated." "Yilmaz"argues" that" ‘Muslims"do"not"only"wish"to"be"regulated"by"the"
principles"of"Islamic"law"when"they"are"living"in"a"non>Muslim"state;"they"also"seek"to"
formalise" such" an" arrangement" within" the" state’s" own" legal" system’69" and" wish" for"
recognition"of"their"multiple"identities."Menski"states"that"a"consequence"of"the"lack"of"








































Law’" is" that" of" Islamic" Finance,"where" there" are" an" increasing" number" of" high" value"






For" example," English" law" was" amended" by" the" Finance" Act" 200778" to" facilitate" the"
development"of"Islamic"mortgages,"which"work"on"the"basis"not"of"a"single"transfer"of"
title"(from"vendor"to"purchaser)"but"of"two"transfers"from"vendor"to"Islamic"bank,"and,"









Inheritance" Law." The" Law" Society" of" England" and" Wales" has," for" example," issued"
guidance"on"Islamic"Wills,"this"supports"the"increasing"need"for"knowledge"of""‘Islamic"










































for" matrimonial" affairs" is" well>established," through" what" are" known" as" ‘Shari’ah"
Councils’.87" These" ADR" mechanisms" have" been" described" as" ‘internal" regulatory"
frameworks’88"and"‘operate"as"unofficial"legal"bodies"specialising"in"providing"advice"and"
assistance"on"Muslim"Family"Law"matters’.89"They"are"often"attached"to"mosques,"with"

































their"numbers"estimated" to"be"between"30"and"85" in" the"UK.90" "However," the" lack"of"
official" integration" or" recognition" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" into" domestic" law" has" had" a"




European" Convention" on"Human"Rights" (ECHR)93"was" incorporated" into" English" law"
under" the"Human"Rights"Act"1998,94" the" right" to"manifest" one’s" religion"or"beliefs" in"
Article"9,"and"under"Article"2(1)"the"right"to"protection"of"life,"mean"that"those"following"
‘Islamic" Law’" in" regard" to" their" religious" practices" are" now" able" to" enforce" their"
Convention"rights"in"the"English"courts.""For"example,"in"R$(on$the$application$of$Begum)$
v$ Headteacher$ and$ Governors$ of$ Denbigh$ High$ School95$ a" domestic" court" ruled" upon""







































‘Sharia" Law" in" England" and" Wales’100" which" made" a" number" of" recommendations"
specifically" focused"on" ‘Shari’ah"Councils’"and" their"continued"operation,"as"well"as" in"
regard" to" the" registration" of" all" Islamic"marriages." Therefore," despite" not" having" full"








being"acknowledged."Lack"of"clear"acknowledgment"by" the" law" itself"of" ‘Islamic"Law’,"









as"how" it"exists" in" legal"practice,103"where" the"area" is"nuanced"and"multi>faceted"and"
requires" utilisation" by" legal" professionals" in" a" pragmatic" way" for" clients." There" is" a"
distinction" between" ‘Islamic" Law’" for" legal" purposes" and" " ‘Islamic" Law’" for" Islamic"
Studies,"with"the"former"being"catered"for"sparsely.104"Yet"this"distinction"is"not"always"
made"or"understood"and"is"discussed"further"at"section"3.1"below."




















towards" [this].’106"Their"vigorous"denunciation" in" the"British"media"fuelled"a"negative"
response" from" some" members" of" the" public.107" Negative" responses" due" to"
misconceptions" of" ‘Islamic" Law’"were" recurring" themes" in" the" data" obtained" for" this"












































such" as" the"Kingdom"of" Saudi"Arabia," and" the" law"of" the"Kingdom"of" Saudi"Arabia" is"
appropriately"treated"as"foreign"law"by"a"domestic"court,"relying"on"expert"witnesses"as"
to" the" relevant"provisions." It" is" treated" as"a"question"of" fact,114" and" there" are" certain"
expectations"of"the"expert"witness.115""
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dangers" inherent" in" domestic" courts" adjudicating" on" the" private"
religious"ordering"of"families"who"subscribe"to"religious"and"cultural"
norms"wholly"unfamiliar" to" these"domestic" judges."The" result" is" an"
over>reliance" on" the" testimony" of" the" expert" witness" which," when"






























was" available" on" the" number" of" Muslim" barristers." However," ‘Islamic" Law’" has"
consequences"for"Muslim"and"non>Muslim"solicitors"and"barristers,"and"not"only"in"terms"
of"legal"knowledge"and"skills."Indeed,"there"is"a"distinct"skill"specific"to"‘Islamic"Law’"in"
‘developing" coherent" arguments" from" varying" source" materials," understanding" the"
plurality"of"views"and"opinions,"analysing"legal"norms,"and"sifting"and"extrapolating"the"












(SQE)129" where" candidates" will" undertake" two" examinations," as" well" as" a" period" of"
qualifying"work"experience"and"an"assessment"of"character"and"fitness," in"order"to"be"

































(BSB)" Professional" Statement" for" Barristers132" before" they" begin" to" practise." From"
January" 2019," this" process" will" be" updated" through" the" Future" Bar" Training" (FBT)"
programme"to"make"the"process"more"flexible"and"accessible,"especially"in"regard"to"the"











Law’" in" pre>qualification" LSET" for" intending" solicitors" and" barristers" in" England" and"
Wales," law" school"websites"were" searched" online134" for" any" taught" courses/modules"




















2006>2011" through" a" joint" project" named" the" ‘The" Islamic" Studies" Network" Project’"
(ISNP)"funded"by"the"Higher"Education"Funding"Council"for"England"(HEFCE),"‘following"
the" [UK]" government’s" designation" of" Islamic" Studies" as" a" strategically" important"
subject’135." " The" ISNP" split" the" project" into" Islamic" Studies" and" ‘Islamic" Law’." 136" The"
‘Islamic"Law’"part"of"the"project"was"undertaken"by"the"UK"Centre"for"Legal"Education"
(UKCLE),137" the" Higher" Education" Academy" (HEA),138" the" Commonwealth" Legal"
Education" Association" (CLEA)139" and" the" University" of"Warwick.140" Two" sub>projects"
were"formed:"the"‘Islamic"Law"Special"Interest"Group’141"project"and"the"‘Developing"an"



















































from"a"Law"department.149" " "A"number"of" the"modules"also"looked"at" ‘Islamic"Law’"as"
‘foreign’" and" not" domestic," for" example" the" manual" on" ‘Islamic" Criminal" Justice’" or"
‘Islamic" International" Law’." " " The"majority"of" the"modules" listed"were"now"no" longer"
offered" by" their" original" provider" or" another" provider.150" " A" review" of" the" existing"
manuals"and"reports"detailed"that"there"was"an"identifiable"gap"in"the"teaching"of"‘Islamic"










in" legal" practice." Although" the" modules" were" successful" in" teaching" students" the"
























offer" the" course," Islamic" law" teaching" is" not" an" option" that" requires" replacement"
teaching’" had" been" noted" in" other" reports153" and" in" the" literature" review" and" data"




















It" equips" the" student" with" the" skill" of" comparative" analysis." For"
prospective"21st" century" practitioners" a"working"knowledge" of" the"
legal"norms"of"the"Muslim"population"is"useful"in"contextualising"their"

















Although" it" supports"a"need" for"legal"education"for" the"purposes"of"legal"practice," the"
comparative"approach,"which"may"treat" ‘Islamic"Law’"as" ‘other’," is"not"suited" to"areas"
where"‘Islamic"Law’"is"present"in"a"domestic"context."Moreover," little"data"is"available"
about"whether" the" framework"has"been"utilised"by"universities" in" the"design"of" their"
modules"to"date."Although"two"postgraduate"Master’s"modules"on"‘Islamic"Family"Law’"






was"part" of" the" ISNP," but" conducted" separately" from" the" other" reports," involved" the"
creation"of"materials"and"a"module"based"around"‘Sharia"financial"instruments,"Sharia"
intellectual"property"and"Faith"based"arbitration’"at"the"University"of"Bradford.163"The"





Similarly," although" as" part" of" the" ISNP," the" 2011" ‘Islamic" Law" of" Obligatory" Alms"
(Zakat)’167" a" postgraduate" module" was" designed" to" introduce" students" to" Islamic"
taxation," and" offers" a" comprehensive" framework" to" teach" the" topic," there" is" no" data"
available"about"whether"the"module"has"ever"been"delivered."Again,"for"the"‘Islamic"Law"






































































law" background." The" course" was" theology>based," rather" than" focused" towards" legal"
practice.172"Moreover,"it"had"undergone"a"name"change"to"enable"it"to"be"offered"as"an"
optional"module"on"a"wider"variety"of"undergraduate"programmes" including"non>law"




a"Law"department"and" found"to"be"geared" towards" legal"practice,"but" this"was"at" the"
postgraduate"level"and"covered"only"a"limited"range"of"topics"affecting"legal"practice"of"

















module," focusing" on" legal" practice" of" ‘Islamic" Law’," only" covers" Family" Law." " Such"
modules"would"not"serve"those"who"are"entering"into"legal"practice,"as"a"postgraduate"
degree"is"not"required"for"solicitors"or"barristers"(see"2.4"below)."Although"as"mentioned"





This" demonstrates" a" clear" gap" between" legal" practice" of" ‘Islamic" Law’," which" is"





































forces" and" it" is"within" these" spheres" that" the" system"of" legal" education"has" the"most"
influence.177"Those"in"legal"practice"have"an"interest"in"the"content"of" legal"education."
They"depend"on"the"legal"education"system"to"provide"the"profession"with"skilled"and"












qualification" framework" nor" confined" to" students"who"want" to" become" lawyers," the"
question" of" a" practice>based" approach" to" ‘Islamic" Law’" is" more" complicated." The"
introduction"of"the"SQE"and"abolition"of"the"LPC"in"its"current"form"may"have"the"effect"
of"pushing"more"practice>related"topics"into"SQE>ready"undergraduate"law"degrees.""As"






















LSET,"which" includes" the"LPC"and"BPTC," takes" the" view" that" law" students" should"be"
adequately"prepared" for" legal"practice.182"A" legal"professional"has," therefore,"a"role" to"
play"in"supporting"fundamental"societal"objectives,"such"as"the""public"good,"equal"access"
to"justice"and"social"justice.183"The"skills"required"for"this"role"include"'intellectual"and"
critical"skills"as"well"as"legal"knowledge’.184" It" is"the"starting"hypothesis"of" this" thesis,"
supported"by"the"discussion"in"2.1"and"2.2,"that"these"fundamental"societal"objectives"
cannot"be"achieved"without"a"basic"knowledge"of,"and"skills"in,"‘Islamic"Law’,"to"ensure"










It" also" raised" important" questions" about" legal" education," its" relationship" with" legal"
practice" and" the" requirements" of" the" legal" profession." Although" ‘Islamic" Law’" is" not"
specifically"referenced,"its"impact"on"legal"practice"have"been"demonstrated"at"section"































their" chosen"profession," have" sector" specific" experience" and" competencies" as"well" as"









a" reference" to" it" is" required" in" key" areas"of" legal" education," such" as"Family"Law,"and"
Human"Rights."Legal"professionals"should"gain"at"least"basic"knowledge"of"the"area"as"
part" of" their" legal" education." Following" the" ideal" of" liberal" education," where" legal"























‘Islamic" Law’" is" vital" to" uphold" the" standards" expected" by" solicitors" and" barristers.""
Introduction" of" the" subject," with" a" legal" practice" focus," would" enable" students" to" be"
knowledgeable"future"practitioners."
"
Overall," although" the" LETR" review" of" legal" education" did" not" consider" ‘Islamic" Law’"




increasing"influence"of" ‘Islamic"Law’"is"such" that,"whether"a" liberal"education"view"or"
vocational"education"view"is"taken,"competence"and"cultural"awareness"in"this"area"is"



















chapter," this" chapter" considers" the" academic" and" professional" literature" on" the"







the" prejudice" and" uninformed" reliance" on" expert"witnesses"discussed" previously." " In"
order" to"address"the"research"questions," it"was"therefore"necessary" to"develop"a"new"
practice>specific"concept"of"‘Islamic"Law’,"that"reflects"the"depth"of"knowledge"required"








used" the" term" in"any"of" these"ways." " Consequently," it" is" important" to" interrogate" the"
various"possible"meanings"of"the"term.203"







in" the" Arabic" language." " Indeed," prior" to" the" nineteenth" century," such" a" phrase"was"
unheard" of" by" Muslims," with" Orientalists" being" amongst" the" primary" users" of" the"
phrase.204" Moreover," what" may" be" termed" ‘Islamic" Law’" for" an" Islamic" Studies"
programme"or"theologian,"may"be"different"from"‘Islamic"Law’"for"a"Law"programme"or"
lawyer:" ‘For" the" question," “What" is" Islamic" law?""we" should" substitute" the" question,"




































originating" from" the" Qur’an" and" the" Sunnah," and" is" considered" textually" immutable,"
whilst" Fiqh," discussed" below," is" seen" as" being" the" human" understanding" and"
interpretation" of" that" ‘divine" revelation’" and" can" change" according" to" time" and"
circumstance.210" Shari’ah," or"more" accurately" Al>Shari’ah," literally"means" pathway" or"
pathway"to"be"followed,211"and"historically"also"means"pathway"to"water,"that"being"the"






legal" systems" such" as" the" common" law" and" civil" law’215" deriving" from" two" primary"
sources," the" Qur’an" and" the" Sunnah," both" being" sourced" from" divine" revelation.216" It"
covers"the"moral,"social,"legal"and"spiritual"aspects"of"a"Muslim’s"life."
"
Shari’ah" can" also" be" defined" as" ‘what" Allah" has" legislated" for" His" slaves" by" way" of"
















216"((٤) UWِۡ Yَُو Uٌىۡح3َ َِّال[ Jُ8)  ٰىَحو ( aَٰٓوَ`ۡل_ ِنَع ُقِطنJَ اَم3َ  )"‘Nor"does"he"say"(aught)"of"(his"own)"Desire."(3)"It"is"no"less"than"
inspiration"sent"down"to"him:"(4)’."Surah"An"Najm"(53:3>4)."
Quran$Explorer$(n$17)."
217"‘ 7اكحال% 3 دئاقعل% نم cdابعل هللا Eعرش ""’ ام
Ibrāhīm"Muṣṭafá"and"ʻAbd"al>Salām"Muḥammad"Hārūn,"Al[Muʻjam$Al[Wasīṭ"(Shirka"musāhama"miṣriyya"1970)."
218"‘ نJدل% نم cdابعل هللا gرش ام ’"
Ismāʻīl"ibn"Ḥammād"Jawharī"and"Muḥammad"ibn"Abī"Bakr"Rāzī,"‘Mukhtār"Al>Sihah’,"Tāj$al[lughah$wa[ṣihāḥ$al[
Arabīyah."(Wentworth"Press"2016)"178."

















with" the" fact" that" other" state" laws"and"English" law"have"mechanisms"of" enforcement"
already" tied" into" their" legal" systems," whereas" enforcement" of" Shari’ah" requires" the"
‘intervention" of" legislative," judicial," and" administrative" organs" of" the" state’.222" " As"





autonomous" legal" system," has" become" fragmented" in" the" Western" world," having" ‘to"
accommodate" the" dominant"Western" legal" system’224" and" almost" creating" a"Western"
form"of" Shari’ah." Shari’ah"has"been" suggested" in" the"West" to" include," firstly" religious"
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the" state," despite" still" applying" to" some" of" its" population." " Alternatively," the" phrase"
‘Muslim"legal"norms’227"has"also"been"used"to"describe"the"guiding"principles"for"Muslims"




























232"An"example"of"one"of"the"six"variations"includes ‘" ْ(وُ&َقۡفَي "‘"(yafqahu)"meaning"‘they"understand’."It"was"used"by"the"
Prophet"Moses"in"his"speech"to"Allah"(God)"to"cure"his"speech"impediments"so"they,"the"people"he"was"sent"to,"would"
understand"his"words."


















to" legal" practice," the" knowledge" required" by" legal" professionals" is" knowledge" of" not"
Shari’ah"alone,"but"its"practical"application,"that"being"the"knowledge"of"Fiqh."This,"as"








Even" in" regard" to" Fiqh," others239" have" advocated" the" use" of" the" term" Muslim"
jurisprudence," as" opposed" to" Islamic" jurisprudence," because" an" incorrect" legal"

























Fiqh" that" ensure" accurate" interpretation" of" the" law." Given" that" this" study" focuses" on"
‘Islamic"Law’" in" legal" practice," principles" of" jurisprudence"may"need" to"be" treated" as"
such.243"However,"unlike"English"law:"
"
the" study"of" Sharia" should"not"be" approached" in" the" expectation"of"
finding" a" comprehensive" or" systematic" code" or" codes" that" present"
definitive" answers" to" precise" legal" issues" of" the" day." But" the"







may"have" entered" into"marriages" and"divorces"based"on" their" cultural" knowledge"or"
customs"of"a"particular"country"and"its"version"of"Islam.""Their"meaning"of"‘Islamic"Law’,"








schools" of" Islamic" thought." Even" within" ‘Islamic" Law’," as" indicated" in" the" previous"
paragraph,"differences"exist" in"opinion"on"some" issues"between"one"school"of" Islamic"











thought" and" another" or" one" Madhhab" and" another." Rulings" in" ‘Islamic" Law’" involve"
interpreting" the" Qur’an" and" the" Sunnah." Interpretations" can"differ" depending" on" the"
place,"time"and"person"making"the"interpretation"and"this"impacts"on"how"‘Islamic"Law’"
impacts"different"Muslims."In"the"second"century"of"Islam"such"interpretations"or"schools"
of" thoughts" developed," with" four" main" agreed" Sunni" Islam" schools" of" thought" or"
Madhahib"(plural)"named"after"their"founders.246""There"has"also"been"development"of"
schools"of"thought"within"Shi’i"Islam.247"
Each" of" the" schools" still" has" influence" over" particular" territorial" jurisdictions," and"
therefore"given"the"diversity"of"origin"of"the"Muslims"in"England"and"Wales,"their"school"
of"thought"will"differ"and"ultimately,"they"may"arrive"at"different"conclusions"about"the"
same" issue.248" This" can" therefore" mean" expert" witnesses" can" provide" different"
viewpoints" on" the" same" issue" of" ‘Islamic" Law’." It" is" therefore" important" for" legal"





at"what"shariah" law"says" is"a"perilous"course"as" long"as" there" is"no"





























The" teaching"of" ‘Islamic"Law’"poses"difficulties" as" ‘it" is" for"want"of" better"words" that"








this" way" may" be" due" to" a" number" of" factors," including" firstly," a" lack" of" genuine"
understanding" or" experience" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" the" real" world;" and" secondly" a"
perception" in" some" academic" institutions" that" their" role" is" to" focus" upon" theory" or"
history,"those"being"‘academic’"rather"than"practical"application,"that"being"‘vocational’,"
as"discussed" at" section" 2.6." " The" result," however," is" that" students" emerge" from" their"
studies"with" a" lack"of" understanding," and"misconceptions,"around"what" ‘Islamic"Law’"
really"means"in"day"to"day"life.""Consequently,"courses"of"the"kind"described"at"section"































chapter" above," suggests" that"what" teaching" there"has"been"of" the" subject"has"been"a"
limited" offering" and" this" is" strongly" reinforced" by" the" results" of" the" investigation" at"
section" 2.5.258" A" reason" for" this" was" ‘the" existence" of" significant" challenges," both"
















Teaching" the" law" of" another" value>system/culture," such" as" ‘Islamic"
Law’" poses" additional" challenges," including:" lack" of" familiarity"with"
underlying"values" and" culture;" boundaries"and" structure;" variety"of"




































Law’," both" generally" and" specifically" for" the" purposes" of" LSET," it" is" important" to"
understand"the"similarities"and"differences"between"it"and"English"law.""
"





Law’s’" alleged" ‘controversy" and" difficulty" arising" [...]" from" the" need" to" translate" into"
propositions"of"modern"law"texts"which"centuries"ago"were"set"out"as"religious"and"moral"
codes’.266" The" meaning" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" was" misunderstood" by" being" deemed" too"
imprecise"and"incompatible"to"apply"to"a"case"before"the"English"courts.267"In"this"case,"it"
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difficulty" in" appreciating" the" high" jurisprudential" quality" of" the"
“lawyer’s" law”" aspects" of" Shari’a" [that]"may" be" due" to" assumptions"
















are" the" informants" to" the"courts"about" the"subject"and" its"practices."There"have"been"
criticisms"of" this,"however." "Weber" for"example,"argued"that"studying"religious" law"in"
comparison"to"studying"Roman"law,"the"foundation"of"most"Western"legal"systems,"was"
not"rational,"as"it"was"grounded"in"revelation"and"allowed"non"legal"considerations"to"be"
taken" into"account" in" its"decision"making."280" " ‘Islamic"Law’"was," therefore,"argued"by"
Weber"to"be"irrational,"substantively"and"procedurally,"because"it"was"based"on"rigid"and"
fixed" legal" texts" and" therefore" viewed" as" inferior.281" These" criticisms" originate" from"
Snouck"Hurgronje282"who"asserted"that"‘Islamic"Law’"or"Fiqh"was"unworkable"in"practice"











and" therefore" only" a" theoretical" construct.283" This" assertion," when" ’Islamic" Law’" is"
applied"successfully"throughout"a"number"of"countries"in"the"world,"is"not"substantiated"
and" is" a" misunderstanding" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" following" a" very" narrow" definition," by"
assuming"that"the"day"to"day"practice"of"‘Islamic"Law’"may"be"based"on"fixed"legal"texts."



































above," it"has"a" ‘remarkable"kinship’288" in" function"and"structure." "For" legal"education,"
therefore,"the"name"of"the"course"is"imperative:"
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" " " "













































of" the" rules" and" regulations" applicable" to"Muslims." "Rules" and" regulations,"as"part" of"
religion,"have"been"recognised"by"the"United"Nations"Universal"Declaration"of"Human"








some" shape" or" form." Given" the" world" situation" and" our" own"
substantial"Muslim"population"it"is"vital"that"we"now"look"at"ways"to"
integrate"Muslim"culture"into"our"own"traditions"…"Otherwise"we"will"
find" that" there" is" a" significant" section" of" our" society" which" is"

















a" standing" committee" comprising" of" parliamentarians," lawyers" and"




between" the" two" legal" systems" and" cultures," despite" initially" considered" as"
incompatible’.300" There" is" a" dual" existence" of" official" laws" and" religious" laws"
interacting.301" In" some" cases," such" as" Islamic" Finance" as" discussed" in" 2.2," this" is"
recognisable" legal" pluralism302" in" others" it" is" cultural" pluralism,303" where" Muslims"
attempt" to"maintain" their" identities" and" values," as" discussed" at" section"2.1," and" this"
creates" a" mixed" legal" or" hybrid" environment.304" The" existing" legal" pluralism" can" be"
divided"into"three"main"strands"which"the"researcher"labels"as"follows:"
"
a)0 The" first" is" that" of" ‘faulty"pluralism’,"where" the" ‘Islamic"Law’" and"English" law"
system"operate" in"parallel," but" the"English" legal"system" is" superior," requiring"
Muslims"to"duplicate"activities"to"satisfy"both"systems."An"example"of"this"is"in"
the" case" of" succession," where" ‘Islamic" Law’" requirements" and" English" law"
requirements"differ."
b)0 Secondly,"there"is"a"strand"that"can"be"described"as"‘actual"pluralism’,"where"the"









































identity"whilst" contributing" to"wider" society.311" This"was" consistent"with" James"who"
argued"against"absolute"monism312"and"discussed"the"insufficiency"of"idealism,313"with"
pluralism"as" the"positive"alternative.314" Similarly,"Dewey"emphasised" the"necessity"of"
cultural"diversity"and"interaction"for"a"healthy"deliberative"democracy.315"Although"there"
are" criticisms" of" this" view" that" state" it" supports" cultural" separatism" and" suppresses"
individuality"by"prioritising"ethnicity"over"other"identities,316"the"demographic"statistics"
of"England"and"Wales"set"out"at"section"2.1"demonstrate"that"dual"identities"are"being"
maintained" by"Muslims" in" England" and"Wales,"with" both" being" of" importance" to" the"






































Its"existence"has"brought" to" the" forefront" issues"of" legal"pluralism"and"recognition"of"
Muslims"by"the"state.""For"example,"in"the"case"of"a"religious"marriage,"cultural"pluralism"


















their" marriage" being" declared" voidable" and" the" wife" entitled" to" a" decree" of" nullity."





















Equally," this" status" quo" exists" in" the"more" high>status" field" of" Islamic" Finance." Here,"
cultural"and"legal"pluralism"coincide,"with"Muslims,"for"example,"wanting"to"obtain"an"
Islamic"mortgage"and"the"government"promoting"Islamic"Finance"in"the"City,325"therefore"













also" vulnerable" to" rules" and" decisions" and" other" forces" emanating"





























detriment" of" British" Muslims" due" to" legal" professionals" not" having" knowledge" or"
experience" in" the" area." This," in" addition" to" the" non>recognition" of" multiple" legal"
traditions"in"one"jurisdiction,"333"and"the"continued"use"of"the"yardstick"of"a"reasonable"
man"in"English"law,"where"cultural"and"religious"identity"is"not"taken"into"account,"means"
that"British"society" fails" to"adequately"recognise" the"cultural"and"behavioural"code"of"
Muslim"litigants,"or""other"litigants"with"subsidiary"identities,"by"treating"them"as"part"of"
one" homogenous" society." This" in" turn" affects" the" delivery" of" justice" in" English" Law"
because"individuals"are"judged"to"an"objective"standard"which"does"not"take"into"account"
religious" beliefs"which" would" affect" their" behaviour" in" certain" areas.334" Any" fears" of"
‘Islamic"Law’"and"its"presence"in"England"and"Wales"need"to"be"set"aside.335""Acceptance"






to" thrive"and"to"enable"Muslims" to"continue" in"their"multiple" identities"without"being"
disadvantaged." This" is" particularly" the" case" for"Muslim"women," as"mainstream" legal"



















financial" relief." The" result" is"Muslims’" ‘erosion’338"where" the"Muslim" identity" is" being"
gradually"diminished"by"Western"principles"due" to" lack"of"awareness"of" rights"under"
‘Islamic"Law’"and"lack"of"knowledge"of"legal"professionals"in"the"area."Supporting"these"
multiple" identities," however," can" maintain" political" stability" by" not" forcing" British"







politics," linguistic" heritage," and" social" priorities" (along" with" different"
ethnicities" and" religions)" can" interact"with" each" other" in" their"different"
capacities,"including"as"citizens.340""
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perspective," one" system"may"be" seen" as" ‘" foreign’"when" in" fact" it"applies" to"domestic"
clients," it"would"still"go"some"way"to"increase"understanding"of"the"area,"with"further"
work"still"to"be"done.342"A"separate"module"for"‘Islamic"Law’"in"legal"practice,"where"its"





















its" influence" in"England"and"Wales"requires"recognition" in" legal"education." "A" further"
question," however," is" around" how" ‘Islamic" Law’" should" be" taught," and" how," if" this" is"
different," it" should"be" learned." " This" section," therefore," considers" a" range"of"possible"
pedagogical"approaches" including"those" in" the"courses"discussed"at"section"2.5."From"
these" courses," ‘Islamic"Law’" teaching" to"date" in"England"and"Wales," has" largely"been"
shown"to"be"theoretical,"often"based"on"culture,"history"and"theology"and"with"an"Islamic"




Furthermore," the" competency" statements" of" solicitors" and" barristers346" define" the"
outputs"of"LSET,"what" lawyers"ought" to"be"able"to"do," rather" than"merely"confine" the"
roles"to"knowledge.""It"is"therefore"vital"that"the"output"of"education"enables"solicitors"
and" barristers," to" have" not" only" knowledge" but" the" competencies" for" professional"
practice."
"
















of" legal" practice." Although" it" refers" to" medical" practice," the" same" theory" can" be"
transferred"to"legal"practice"because"it"also"requires"the"transfer"of"knowledge"from"the"




































discussed" at" section" 2.5," offered" by" university" law" schools" being" only" theoretical" as"
opposed" to"practice" focused."Theory" as"discussed"at" section"3.1.1"and" section"5.3>5.4"
below,"or"a"level"of"didactic"teaching,"is"important"to"underpin"the"practical"elements"but"
only"theory"is"not"appropriate"for"a"subject"geared"towards"legal"practice.""The"learning"
outcomes352" for" any" course" come" from" the" basis" of" the" pedagogical" methods" and"





application" involves" a" systematic" approach" to" teaching.354" ‘One" model," known" as"
constructive"alignment,355"means"that"the"instructor"bases"the"learning"outcomes"of"the"
course" upon" skills," knowledge," performance" and" tasks" that" the" student" should" be"
expected" to" achieve," and" summative" assessment" assesses" these" areas.356" Learning"











































‘shows" how’," which" is" the" last" stage" before" leaving" the" classroom" for" professional"































the" decisions" of" large" law" firms,369" " therefore" ‘educating" lawyers" who" understand,"
embrace," and" most" importantly" can" adapt" to" the" change’370" through" clinical" legal"



















texts’.378" This" active," as" opposed" to" passive," approach" is" advocated" if" law" is" being"
understood"for"the"purposes"of"learning"and"applying"it379"‘by"encouraging"the"activity,"

























as" to" suggest" that" they" themselves" have" no" impact" upon" that" coherence" and"
development’382"and"have"difficulty"in"adapting"to"new"situations"in"their"professional"
lives.383"Hence,"a"focus"on"constructivist"approaches"such"as"experiential"learning384"and"
problem"based" learning385"as"used" in"some" form"already"on" the"LPC"and"BPTC"would"
enable"any"law"student"studying"‘Islamic"Law’,"to"reflect"on"their"own"perceptions"of"the"
law"and"put"it"into"the"legal"practice"context"and"demonstrate"the"‘shows"how’"and"where"
















and" BPTC" but" with" greater" emphasis.388" Dewey" notably" observed" that" ‘all" genuine"
education"comes"about"through"experience"[but]"..."not"all"experiences"are"genuinely"or"
















equally" educative’.389" This" could" also" be" applied" to" the" case" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" legal"
practice."
"
A" subject" such" as" ‘Islamic" Law’," that" is" geared" towards" preparing" students" for" legal"
practice"not"just"offering"a"theoretical"or"historical"approach,"may"be"well"suited"to"be"



















offering"of"subjects" from"other" jurisdictions,"as"well"as" from"the"common"themes"and"
principles"impacting"British"society"such"as"‘Islamic"Law’,"discussed"earlier."
























Law’" is" seen" only" as" theory," knowledge" and" understanding," with" discussions" being"
limited"to"a"theoretical"context."The"‘knows"how’"which"is"more"suited"to"‘Islamic"Law’"
due" to" its" practical" nature" would" only" come" about" by" contextualising" the" area," and"
placing"it"in"the"real"world."The"‘shows"how’"in"this"case,"would"be"possible"through,"as"
discussed," clinical" legal" education" and"experiential" learning." Such" approaches"may"be"
taken"on" some"undergraduate" law"programmes"and"GDLs," and"are"more" likely" to"be"
found"on"the"LPC"or"BPTC."Due"to"the"nature"of"‘Islamic"Law’"and"its"wide"influence"on"a"
range"of"practice"areas" in"England"and"Wales," this"level"of"Miller’s"pyramid" is"vital" to"







context" but" also" the" vocational" context," which" would" not" be" usually" part" of" all"
undergraduate"law"degrees"or"a"GDL.""The"increase"of"knowledge"and"skills"in"‘Islamic"
Law’"would"need"to""be"facilitated"through"other"approaches,"which"do"not"fall"under"the"
remit" of" this" study," such" as" cultural" awareness" training." Allen" has" argued" that" legal"
professionals"talk"about"a"gap"between"theory"and"practice"and"it"‘is"not"just"a"question"
of"mere" language:" it" is" frozen" into," and" embodied" by," societal" divisions" of" labor" and"
institutions’398"and"this"is"certainly"true"for"‘Islamic"Law’.""Some"of"the"approaches"above"






























they" are" both" adequate" and" legitimate’.405" It" refers" to" how" knowledge" is" acquired,"
internalized," and"applied" to" situations.406"Ontology," the"doctrine"of" being,407" is" key" to"




‘Islamic"Law’" in" legal"practice" is" the" same"as" in" Islamic" Studies" and"whether"what" is"
provided"for"Islamic"Studies"purposes"is"sufficient"for"legal"education"for"legal"practice"
for"example,"will"all"be"informed"by"perceptions"by"the"individuals"of"their"environments."





















This" study," therefore," employed" a" qualitative," interpretative" hermeneutic"








texts" of" life" (hermeneutics)" and" mediate" between" them" to" gain" a" meaning" and"
understanding"of"the"experiences.410""This"approach"is"consistent"with"Husserl’s"call"to"










and" individual" subjectivities’.415" This" approach" is" consistent" with" the" hermeneutic"
phenomenology"and"was"taken"as"it"assisted"in"finding"the"meaning"of"‘Islamic"Law’"in"
legal"practice"and"how"it"is"represented"in"legal"education"not"only"from"the"respondents"
















5.2" below." This" approach" is" consistent"with" the"model" of" phenomenology" discussed"










been" difficult" to" investigate," and" any" solutions" would" have" lacked" authenticity" and"
credibility.""
"
In" purely" descriptive" phenomenology,419" it" is" normally" the" case" that" the" researcher"
attempts"to"‘bracket’"their"own"assumptions"and"prejudices"to"ensure"that"the"‘subjective"
character" of" the" experiences" is" not" prejudiced’,420" (although" ‘bracketing’" is" only" ever"
possible"to"a"certain"extent421)"to"generate"accurate,"credible"and"trustworthy"findings."
Reflexivity422" therefore," on" the" part" of" the" researcher," is" essential" to" ensure" the"




she" could" truly" enter" the" world" of" the" participant" as" a" whole," to" gauge" an" overall"
















and" non>leading" as" possible," and" by" taking" a" neutral" stance" at" the" beginning" of" the"
interviews,"directing"the"interviews"in"a"formal"manner,"even"when"the"researcher"knew"
the"respondent"personally."The"researcher"was"conscious"of"her"own"presence" in" the"
process" and" avoided" placing" herself" in" the" place" of" an" expert" by" talking" as" little" as"
possible"about"herself"in"the"interview"even"when"asked,"as"the"researcher"was"at"the"
start" of" one" interview," where" the" researcher" responded" by" stating" such" information"
could" be" discussed"after" the" formal" interview.426" Despite" a"degree" of" expertise" being"
useful" to" achieve" ‘symmetry" of" the" interview" relationship’427" and" legitimising" the"
interview"or"questionnaire"especially"for"elite>respondents,428"this"expertise"had"to"be"
balanced" by" the" researcher" by" putting" aside" her" personal" experiences" as" much" as"
possible"in"order"to"travel"through"the"world"of"the"respondent""allowing"the"unexpected"
to" occur.429" " In" the" interpretative" stage" of" analysis," however," bracketing" was" not"
appropriate"because"the"researcher’s"knowledge,"background"and"experience"in"the"area"







and" analyse" information" applied" to" understanding" the" research" problem" within" the"
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The" sample" frame" comprised" legal" professionals" who" were" studying," practising" or"
teaching"in"England"and"Wales"(including"academics),"and"who"had"come"across"‘Islamic"
Law’" as" part" of" their" work" or" practice" in" any" context." Purposive" non>probability"
sampling433"was"most"suitable"for"this"type"of"investigation434"as"it"required"excluding"




There"were" seven" respondents" in" each" investigation," each"of"whom"was" ‘information"
rich’435"and"able"to"provide"a"high"level"of"information"about"the"phenomenon"both"from"
their"own"experience"and"that"of"colleagues"and"others"in"the"field.""Many"of"them"were"
heads" of" Law" departments" and" practice" areas" in" magic" circle" City" firms." Those" in"
academia" had" designed" ‘Islamic" Law’" curricula" around" the" world" and" also" had"
qualifications" in" legal" practice" such" as" being" a" solicitor" or" barrister." Qualitative"
phenomenological"studies"by"their"very"nature"require"investigation"into"a"small"number"
of"respondents" to" find"patterns"of"meanings,436" rather" than"a"large>scale"investigation"
with"statistical"analysis"reducing"experiences"to"narrow"meanings.437"The"questionnaire"
was" targeted" at" those" with" a" specific" professional" background" and"
knowledge/experience." " The" interviews" were" elite,438" where" there" was" a" ‘desire" to"
maximize"response"validity.’439"The"pool"of"possible"elite"respondents"although"limited,"
was"suitable"as"it"was"sufficient"to"generate"‘thick"descriptions’"and"for"the"data"collection"






















order" to" successfully" meet" other" credible," powerful" and" wiling" respondents.443""
Gatekeepers"and"snowballing"were"not"used"for"the"interviews,"as"the"respondents"had"
already"been"identified,"although"a"number"of"respondents"did"recommend"others"for"
interview."After" research" into" their"background," experience"of" ‘Islamic"Law’" either" in"
academia"or"legal"practice"or"both,"and"being"at"the"forefront"of"their"respective"fields,"
which"were"the"selection"criteria,"the"researcher"contacted"these"potential"respondents"





Existing" data" and" documents" were" a" valuable" source" of" information" throughout" the"
investigation" and" helped" form" some" of" the" basis" for" interrogation" as" part" of" the"
questionnaire"and"interviews,"as"well"as"informing"the"background"analysis"at"section"
2.5."Langlois"and"Seignobos"state"that"‘documents"are"the"traces"which"have"been"left"by"
the" thoughts" and" actions" of" men" of" former" times’444" and" it" is" only" through" such"
documents"that"we"can"ascertain"what"already"exists"in"regard"to"the"phenomenon.445"
For"evidence"found"through"existing"documents"to"be"credible,"it"must"be"authentic"in"its"




Data" and" documents" available" through" public" records" online," law" firm" websites,"
university" websites" and" publications" were" used" to" design" the" questionnaire" and"
interviews"as"well"as"to"inform"chapters"2"and"3"of"this"thesis."Public"records447"such"as"
the"Census"2011448" and" the"British" and" Irish"Legal" Information" Institute449" databases"
were"used"to"obtain"information"in"regard"to"the"breadth"of"legal"practice"affected"by"































fact" that" the" questionnaire" was" administered" online" with" minimal" personal" contact"





in" Appendix" 4." The" online" questionnaire457" started" with" simple" factual" background"
questions" about" the" respondent" to" allow" them" to" become" comfortable" to" express"
themselves"freely,"and"where"possible,"they"were"assisted"with"different"options"for"their"
responses," to" minimise" the" amount" they" would" have" to" write" and" speed" up" the"
completion"of" the"survey."Tables"were"also"used" for"responses,"as"an"efficient"way"of"
collecting"a"large"sample"of"data"at"once,"which"was"not"burdensome"on"the"respondent."
The" questionnaire" included" a" range" of" closed" questions" as" well" as" open>ended"













answer" as" much" as" possible" in" their" own" terms" about" the" phenomenon" without"
restraint.459" The" questions"were" designed" to" follow"on" from" one" another" in" a" logical"
sequence" and" an" expandable" space" was" given" to" allow" the" respondent" to" express"
themselves"as"broadly"as"they"wished.""
"
There" are" limitations" in" using" only" an" online" questionnaire" informed" by" material"
collected"from"university"and"law"firm"websites."For"example,"although"information"was"




















































The" right" structure" or" design" of" interview" is" key" to" eliciting" useful" and" valuable"








questionnaire." Questions," for" example" on" whether" there" was" an" issue" of" reconciling"
secular"law"and"‘Islamic"Law’"and"the"use"of"expert"witnesses,"were"as"result"of"this."As"
the"exploration"is"that"of"multiple"realities,"these"open–ended"questions"were"to"avoid"
leading" the" interviewee" into" a" certain" response" or" belief" held" by" the" researcher" and"
allowing" all" respondents" to" freely" discuss" their" response.468" Additionally," given" the"


















was" most" suitable" as" it" is" ‘neither" a" free" conversation" nor" a" highly" structured"
questionnaire’.473" It" was" also" suitable" for" a" phenomenographical" investigation" as" it"
allowed"the"respondents"to"detail"their"experiences"about"the"phenomenon"under"study,"
which"could"then"be"interpreted"to"find"meanings.474"The"questions"were"designed"and"
ordered" using" the" funnel" technique,475" going" from" the" general," for" example" the"
background"of"the"individual,"to"the"more"specific,"such"as"their"view"on"the"definition"of"
‘Islamic"Law’."Additional"clarifying"questions"were"also"asked"at"each"stage"to"elicit"more"
detail." For" example," when" a" respondent" stated" they" undertook" a" Master’s" level"
programme"in"‘Islamic"Law’"the"researcher"sought"more"detail"about"the"institution"and"
department"of"study,"course"outline"or"specification,"and"purpose"of"programme"in"order"



























Seven" hour>long" interviews"were" conducted," all" via" online" audio" or" video" calling" on"







The" conduct" of" the" interview" was" of" the" utmost" importance." Rapport" was" essential"
during" the" interview479" and" the" researcher" ensured" as"much" as" possible" through" an"
active"listening"approach480"that"the"phenomenon"of"‘Islamic"Law’"in"legal"practice"was"
the"focus"of"each"interview,"as"opposed"to"the"will"of"the"researcher"or"the"interviewee.481"











The" next" stage"was" transcription,"which" is" a" process" of" ‘construction’" as" opposed" to"
writing"down"everything"said484"into"a"meaningful"story.485"As"Hammersley"puts"it,"‘we"















simultaneously" representing" the" interviewee’s" views"as" closely"as"possible’.487"This" is"
often" referred" to" as" a" ‘crisis" of" representation’.488" The" researcher" utilised"
‘Transcribe.com’489" transcription" services," due" to" their" terms" of" confidentiality,"











because" it" facilitated" the" analysis" of" the" interview" transcripts" in" an" efficient" and"






by" reference" to" the" list" of" start" codes" formed" from" the" themes494" as" a" result" of" the"
questionnaire"data.""
"
















Although" this" was" not" a" pure" grounded" theory495" project," Strauss" and" Corbin’s496"
guidelines"in"analysing"interview"data"were"closely"followed"by"the"researcher,"noting"






Giorgi498" and" Van" Kaam’s499" open" approaches" to" the" analysis" of" material" of"
















validation" is" that"it"meets" the"meaning" intended"by" the" interviewee."Without" this,"the"
investigation"will"not"be"ethically"defensible"and"hold"little"credibility."If"it"is"not"possible"
to"do" this"with"a"respondent"after" the"event,"an"assumption"has"to"be"made"as" to" the"
meaning,"in"light"of"the"other"responses"given"by"that"respondent."If"this"cannot"be"done,"
the"data"cannot"be"utilised"fully."In"this"case,"this"was"done"as"minimally"as"possible,"and"
















specific" coding" was" used" to" differentiate" between" academic" and" practice>based"
respondents" to"help"understand" the"background" to" their" responses."Additionally," the"
transcript"was" checked" to" ensure" the" wider" context" of" the" data"was" being" correctly"
interpreted"by"checking"where"the"data"had"appeared"in"the"discussion."The"researcher"
also"read"the"transcripts"multiple"times"over"a"course"of"time,"and"checked"that"the"audio"
matched" the" transcript" and" context," to" ensure" the" meaning" was" appropriate" to" the"
context."As"McCormack" says," ‘Looking" through" the"multiple" lenses"of" active" listening,"













Educational"Research"Association" (BERA).504"These" advise" the" researcher" to" consider"
ethics" at" every" stage"of" research" such" as" this." Ethical" considerations" in" regard" to" the"
rights"and"values"of"the"subjects"involved"as"well"as"the"researcher"themselves"are"key"
to" producing" research" that" is" credible," honest," reliable" and" as" unbiased" as" possible."
Consideration"of"ethics"and"reflexivity"was,"therefore,"given"throughout,"from"the"outset"
of"the"study"and"pervasively"whilst"completing"each"section"of"the"study.""As"Brinkmann"


















of" their" views" without" imposing" her" assumptions" onto" the" respondent" or" into" the"
analysis"of"responses."As"‘no"research"is"free"of"the"biases,"assumptions,"and"personality"
of" the" researcher" and"we" cannot" separate" self" from" those" activities" in"which"we" are"
intimately"involved’"ethics"remained"at"the"forefront"with"bracketing"to"aid"this.507"Bias"
from" the" perspective" of" the" respondent" is" largely" unavoidable508" and" requires" close"





are" …" because" respondents" want" to" manage" the" impression" that" they" are" giving" of"
themselves"in"terms"of"social"responsibility,"or"…"because"they"believe"themselves"to"be"
other" than" they" are.’509" This" was" a" consideration" as" the" respondents" shared" in" the"
questionnaire"and"interview"their"personal"and"professional"experiences"as"well"as"their"
reflections" on" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" legal" practice." This" was" overcome" by" comparing"
respondent’s"answers" to" certain"questions" to"get"an"overall" view," rather" than" just" an"
individual"view,"and"to"explore"the"similarities"and"differences"in"responses.""
"
The"online"questionnaire" included"an" information"sheet510"and"consent" form511"on" its"
















withdraw" participation" at" any" time." The" consent" form" outlined" confirmation" and"





anonymity." Informed" consent," namely" ‘the" procedures" in" which" individuals" choose"
whether"to"participate"in"an"investigation"after"being"informed"of"the"facts"that"would"





Whilst" the" questionnaire" and" interview" questions" were" not" private" in" nature," the"
researcher"was"aware"that"any"questions"‘will"always"be"an"intrusion"into"the"life"of"the"
respondent’.513" Therefore," privacy," which" can" be" affected" by" the" sensitivity" of" the"
information"given,"the"setting"observed,"and"the"dissemination"of"information"as"well"as"


































of" ‘Islamic"Law’,"or"as" "terms"to"use"instead"of" ‘Islamic"Law’."As"indicated"at"section"2.5,"the"
tendency" in" common" law" legal" education" has" been" to" treat" the" term" either" as" a" historical,"
cultural"or"theological"topic"outside"the"“law”"curriculum"altogether."Alternatively,"it"has"been"




















certain$ Muslim[majority$ countries”," and" as" not" one" body," but" a" vast" area," requiring" the"
understanding"of"different"concepts"and"opinions,"which"can"lead"to"misconceptions."This"links"
to" the" theme" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" as" foreign" law" (see" section" 2.2>2.5)." Even" those"who" agreed"










of" ‘Islamic" Law’." For" example," knowledge"gained" from" an" ‘Islamic"Law’" course" as" part" of" a"
religious" studies" programme"would"differ" from" knowledge" gained" on" a" training" course" for"






Consistent"with" the"data" at" section"3.1," this" theme" emerged" in" the" data" obtained" from" the"
questionnaire" as"well" as" from" the" interviews." For" example,"when" asked" for" a"definition" of"
‘Islamic"Law’," respondents"stated" “it$ is$ a$ legal$ pathway$ from$birth$ to$ death$which$keeps$ the$
believer$ within$ the$ parameters$ of$ the$ mercy$ of$ God$ and$ away$ from$ the$ anger$ of$ God”;$ “I$
understand$the$word$Islamic$law$as$an$approximation$of$the$concept$of$fiqh.$I$understand$fiqh$as$
Muslims'$attempt$to$live$according$to$the$Sharia$in$their$day[to[day$lives”;$and$“Islamic$law$is$the$








The" term" was" seen" as" ‘foreign" law’" by" some" respondents," who" treated" ‘Islamic" Law’" as"
applicable"to"Muslim"countries,"and"as"‘other’.""One"stated"“It$is$a$set$of$laws$used$in$some$other$
countries$ which$have$ a$ Muslim$ majority$ population$ so$ would$ be$relevant$ in$ the$ UK$ only$ as$
a$choice$ of$ law$ clause$ in$ a$contract”.$ $This" response" demonstrates" a" lack" of" awareness" and"










Another" respondent" stated" ‘Islamic" Law’" was" also" a" set" of" rules" that" applied" to" personal"




legal$ and$ are$ a$ mixture$ of$ ethical$ and$ spiritual$ injunctions$ pertaining$ to$ this$ life$ and$ the$




The" interviews" built" on" the" definition" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" legal" practice" and" further"
demonstrated"that"the"meaning"of"the"term"in"that"context"is"varied."""It"incorporates"a"range"of"
concepts,"with"both"cultural"and"religious"elements,"due"to"the"demographics"of"England"and"
Wales"and"the" extensive" client"needs" in" the" area."The" themes" emerging" from" the" literature"
review" (at" section" 2.3)" and" the" questionnaire,517" were" also" present" in" the" data" from" the"
interviews."The"areas"of"legal"practice"from"the"interviews"involving"‘Islamic"Law’,"which"again"
help" define" the" area," included," “construction$ and$ engineering”,$ “public$ international$ law”,$
“Islamic$law$of$succession”,$“ethnic$minorities$and$the$law”,$“faith$based$schooling$“halal$food”,$
“sexual$issues”,$“arbitration”,$“immigration”,$”corporate$law”,$“where$Islamic$law$is$relevant$to$




different" areas" of" law" in" different"ways," and"what" it"means" and" how" it" is" defined" differed"





‘Islamic" Law’" was" also" viewed" as" a" term" developed" historically," and" identified" as" being" a"
derivative"of"Fiqh"or"legal"theory"with"its"applicability"dependent"upon"the"situation"and"legal"
framework"of"the"country"in"which"it"is"being"applied."A"respondent"stated"“I$understand$the$
word$ Islamic$ law$ as$ an$ approximation$ of$ the$ concept$ of$ fiqh.$ I$ understand$ fiqh$ as$ Muslims'$
attempt$to$live$according$to$the$Sharia$in$their$day[to[day$lives.$As$a$result,$ fiqh$is$fallible$and$
changes$ according$ to$ time,$ place,$ and$ context”.$ There" was" additional" consensus" that" the"
meaning" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" for" legal" practice" should" also" include" Fiqh" or" legal" theory." For"
example," “Why$ is$ fiqh$ little$ studied?$ It$ is$applied$ today$only$ in$a$handful$of$countries.$But$ its$
relevance$to$understanding$all$aspects$of$Islamic$law$throughout$its$history$[[$even$in$the$favoured$
fields$ just$ mentioned$ [[$ is$ far[reaching”." " " This" theme" emerged" as" a" result" of" many" of" the"
respondents"stating"that"‘Islamic"Law’"could"not"be"studied"alone"without"its"background"being"
studied,"otherwise"it"led"to"misconceptions"and"incorrect"interpretations"of"‘Islamic"Law’.""The"





You$ have$ to$ distinguish$ immediately$ between$ sharia$ and$ fiqh…the$ sharia$






Due" to" the" issue" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" originating" in" the" Arabic" language," the" theme" from" the"
literature"and"questionnaire,"that"there"was"a"Western"model"of"‘Islamic"Law’"which"may"not"








respondents," certain" commonalities" present" in" the" literature" were" also" present" in" the"








It"was," therefore,"also" largely"agreed" that" ‘Islamic"Law’"was"applicable" to,"and"could"not"be"
separated" from,"Muslims" in" their"daily" lives" anywhere" in" the"world" including" England"and"
Wales."This"was" also" shown"at" section"2.1," thereby"demonstrating" the"presence"of" cultural"
pluralism"discussed"at"section"3.2,"and"in"this"case"the"resulting"emergence"of"legal"pluralism"
as"discussed"at"section"3.2.""It"was"also"shown"as"intersecting"with"national"law"for"individuals,"
for" example" in" the" case" of" marriage" contracts" or" inheritance" issues," and" intersecting"with"
national"law"generally."Respondents"stated"this:""
"
means$ that$ some$ Muslims$ would$ wish$ to$ have$ marriage$ contracts,$ wills,$
divorce$and$so$on$conducted$in$accordance$with$the$norms$of$fiqh,$which$will$
likely$vary$on$the$basis$of$the$legal$school$they$follow$(Hanafi,$Maliki$etc.)$or$






‘Islamic" Law’"was" also" seen" as" a" positivist" law" in" its"nature." One" respondent" summed" this"
recurring"theme"up"by"stating,"“the$basic$problem$is$that$Islamic$law$is$a$textualist$enterprise.$$
Non[textual$factors$like$custom,$the$subject$of$the$law$and$an$experiential$understanding$of$the$




to$ integrate$ Shariah$ principles$ in$ an$ English$ law$ transaction.$ Have$ been$ difficulties$ in$ other$





to" give" a" clear"definition"or"meaning."This" therefore"has" an" implication" for" the" teaching"of"



























is"no" true"equivalent" in" the"Arabic" language." It" is"a"positivist"non>man>made"divine" law,"
 96"
originating"from"the"Qur’an"and"Sunnah." It"can"be"divided" into"acts"of"worship/personal"




or" as" a" ‘foreign’" law" in" legal" practice." It" carries" within" it" multiple" schools" of" thought,"
therefore"a"ruling"under"‘Islamic"Law’"for"one"individual"in"England"and"Wales"may"not"be"
the"same"as"for"another."The"meaning"of"the"term"can"differ"in"accordance"with"the"area"of"
legal" practice" with" which" it" interacts," and" the" circumstances." For" legal" professionals"
therefore," it" is" important" to" be" able" to" mediate" between," or" reconcile," those" different"



















met," if" at" all." The" lack" of" basic" understanding" of" Islamic" principles" in" some" areas" by" legal"
professionals,"as"indicated"by"the"data,"did"not"allow"them"to"make"decisions"due"to"lack"of"
knowledge"in"the"area,"or"to"give"advice"without"reliance"on"experts"in"order"to"meet"the"needs"




























Islamic" Family" Law," Human" Rights," Islamic" Jurisprudence," Islamic" Arbitration" and" Islamic"









































for" legal" practice." The" lack" of" this" had" led" to"misunderstandings" in" the" area." This" learning"





or" " lacking" in"quality" if" it"was," resultantly" students"often"did"not" know" the"basics"behind"a"
transaction," such" as" in" Islamic" Commercial" Law" or" were" unable" to" identify" the" difference"
between"Fiqh"and"Shari’ah"as"discussed"at"section"3.1.1.""A"respondent"commented"“I$explained$







education"of" the" area." For" example," in" the" area"of" Islamic"Finance," as" it" continues" to" grow,"






The" issue" of" a" training" need" in" ‘Islamic" Law’" was" identified" at" both" undergraduate" and"
postgraduate"levels,"as"a"result"of"an"overall"need"for"knowledge"in"the"area.""The"legal"needs"
of" those"working" in" the" area"was"also" identified" to"be" ongoing," involving" comparative" law,"
where"‘Islamic"Law’"would"be"treated"as""‘foreign’"and"the"basics"in"the"practice"areas"earlier"
identified" in" the" literature" review"and"above," affecting"both"Muslims" and"non>Muslims," for"
example"in"the"area"of"Family"Law."Consistently"with"the"findings"at"section"2.5,"none"of"the"
respondents" identified" any" ‘Islamic" Law’"modules" taught" at" any" level" specifically" for" legal"
practice,"yet"acknowledged"the"many"problems"and"issues"they"had"faced"in"the"area"might"
have" been" resolved"more" successfully" if" they" had" had" increased" training" in" the" area." The"
majority"of"respondents"to"the"questionnaire"responded"that"increased"legal"education"in"the"







in"England"and"Wales."The"need"was"mainly" seen" to" arise" from" the" increasing"presence"of"












to" create" transactions" that" were" compliant" with" ‘Islamic" Law’" as" discussed" at" section" 2.2,"
(‘beyond"pluralism’),"others"found"they"were"having"to"reconcile"‘Islamic"Law’"and"English"law,"








above,"by" informal"experiential" learning" in" the"workplace."Second,"by" informal"unregulated"
courses" which," respondents" felt," often" led" to" further" misconceptions" and" pejorative"
assumptions.""Third"by"over"reliance"on"expert"witnesses"(see"sections"2.3,"2.5"and"chapter"3).""
Therefore,"there"was"a"consensus"that"there"was"still"some"way"to"go"towards"bridging"the"large"


















obtained" any" expertise," this" had" been" through" their" own" endeavours" through" experiential"
learning"either"in"the"workplace"or"through"informal"unregulated"private"study."Although"one"








































consistent"with" section"3.1.3." "Respondents"went"beyond" this," however," by" suggesting" that"
students"should"be"taught"about"the"topic"of"pluralism"itself.""Where"this"involved"recognition"
of"cultural"pluralism"by"teaching"cultural"awareness,"it"is"clearly"not"confined"to"law"courses.""
Respondents" gave" examples"of" different" kinds"of" legal" pluralism," for" example," respondents"
discussed"the"areas"of"marriage"and"divorce,"where"religious"law"gives"one"answer"and"secular"









We$convey$ from$the$start$ the$religious$ foundation$of$ the$ law,$ that$we$don’t$
leave$out$the$legal$system,$and$then,$even$on$the$other$issues,$the$contemporary$
issues,$we$keep$alert$to$the$actual$Islamic$rules,$not,$you$know,$not[not$—$to$
stay$within$ the,$ keep$ the$ perspective$ of$ Islamic$ law$ in$ all$ those$ issues,$ the$











showed" that" over" half" the" respondents" had" acted" as" expert" witnesses," confirming" the"
suggestion"in"the"literature"that"Western"courts525"are"not"equipped"to"interpret"‘Islamic"Law’"
in"the"cases"before"them."They"have"been"relying"on"expert"witnesses"to"do"so,"who"at"times"






offer" contradictory" views," as" discussed" earlier" above" in" this" chapter," at" section" 2.3" and" in"


























































There’s$people$ teaching$ Islamic$ law,$and$ they’re$experts$in$ Islamic$ law,$and$
they$can’t$speak$Arabic,$and$I$find$that$really,$really$annoying$…$the$Arabic$is$
jarring$in$my$ear$…$somebody$ is$ teaching$ Islamic$ law$and$they$can’t$ speak$
Arabic$and$they’ve$been$forward$as$an$expert$in$Islamic$law.$What$that$means,$






Overall," although" one" respondent" stated" the" subject" was" a" “specialist$ endeavour$ to$ study”,"
‘Islamic"Law’"in"legal"education"was"shown"to"strongly"require"improvement"to"meet"the"needs"





























The" importance" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" a" domestic" context" is" a"pervasive" theme" in" this" thesis.""
Although" the" focus" of" this" thesis" is" on" practice>related" education" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" which"

























The" interviews" found" that" the" future" of" legal" education" in" ‘Islamic" Law’" required" greater"
emphasis" on" legal" practice," with"modernised" teaching" approaches" such" as" simulations" (as"
discussed"at"section"3.3),531"with"specific"emphasis"on"how"‘Islamic"Law’"operates"in"England"





























respondents"consistently"with" the" literature"at"section"3.3,"advocating" the" ‘shows"how’"and"
‘does’" levels" on" Miller’s" pyramid." " One" respondent" stated" the" importance" of" a" multi>faith"
approach" in" legal"practice" “I’m$not$aware$ that$ legal$ training$or$education$provides$sufficient$


























Conceptions" in" education" and" in" practice" that" allow" practitioners" to" treat" ‘Islamic" Law’" as"
‘foreign’"law"and"to"delegate"their"responsibilities"to"questionable"‘experts’"were"shown"to"be"























in" the" data," This" is" despite" the" fact" that" this" pluralism" was" not" fully" recognised" or"
accommodated"in"legal"education,"leaving"a"gap"in"legal"practice"to"meet"the"needs"of"clients."
One"respondent"stated"that""what"was"needed"in"future"legal"education"of"‘Islamic"Law’"was"not"
“so$much$ to$ reconcile$ Islamic$ law$and$ secular$ law,$ but$ to$ reconcile$ how$ these$ different$ legal$
systems$would$look$at$the$issues$…apply$it$to$the$case,$and$then$try$and$produce$a$solution$which$
would$adhere$closest$to$what$the$parties$wanted”."This"solution"provides"an"extension"to"what"











of" courses" as" well" as" their" instruction." This" agrees" with" the" findings" at" section" 5.2." " One"
respondent"advocated"“we$need$to$introduce$new$technology$in$the$classroom$when$we$teach$
Islamic$law.$There's$no$reason$why,$why$we$shouldn't$do$it$…$there$are$plenty$of$ways$of$doing$it”.""
















or$ law$ degrees$ plus$ practice.$ That$ distinguishes$ us$ quite$ markedly$ from$




















pluralism$ and$ diversity$ within$ Islam$ that’s$ not$ always$ represented$ in$ the$ teaching”." " Even"
adapting"the"terminology"in"the"subject"was"viewed"as"important."For"example,"as"shown"at"3.1"
and"5.1,"the"term"‘Islamic"Law’"means"different"things"to"different"people,"as"do"other"terms"















emerged" from"the"data"at"5.3."Basic"Arabic"terminology"was"stated" to"be"required" in" future"











delve$ into$ that…and$ then$ you$need,$ um,$ actual$ on[the[ground$ experience,$ I$

















The" range" of" areas" suggested" in" the" literature" review," and" from" the" experience" of" the"
respondents" to" the" questionnaire" and" interviews," included" Islamic" Finance," Family" Law,"







other"modules" due" to" the" extensive" client" needs" and" breadth" of"practice" areas" the" subject"
covers,"as"this"is"where"students"are"taught"the"foundations"of"many"key"subjects,"of"which"this"
was"one."Pervasive"approaches"were"favoured"by"most,"for"example,"one"respondent"stated"“I$

















different$ modules”.$All" respondents" agreed" that" the" size" of" the" subject" was" vast." Making" a"


























It" was" also" suggested" that" specific" modules"with" a" specialised" approach" and"methodology"
adapted"to"teaching"‘Islamic"Law’"in"a"non>Muslim"jurisdiction"were"required.533"This"would"



























Another" stated$ “No$ one$ should$ claim$ comprehensive$ ability$ to$ treat$ with$ Islamic$ law$ in$ its$
vastness”."
"




The"possibility"of" taking"a"comparative" law"approach"has"already"appeared" in"a"number"of"
places"in"the"thesis."The"suggestion"was"also"made"in"the"data,"where"a"respondent"suggested"
the"way"“that$Islamic$law$could$become$part$of$the$mandatory$or$the$required$courses$at$a$law$


































knowledge" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" by" legal" professionals" for" the" purpose" of" their" practice." " This"
chapter,"therefore,"answers"the"final"part"of"the"fourth"research"question:" ‘How"can"‘Islamic"








the" target" audience" is," therefore," students" undertaking" one" of" the" qualification" routes."
Knowledge"of"‘Islamic"Law’"is"key"as"part"of"the"inherent"competencies"of"both"solicitors"and"
barristers" although" it" is" not" specifically" mentioned" in" their" competence" statements" as"
discussed"below."The"overall"aim"of"legal"education"in"‘Islamic"Law’"is"to"allow"solicitors"and"
barristers" to"be"able" to"better"practise" in" the"area," that"being"reaching" the" level"of" ‘does’" in"





firstly," ethics," professionalism" and" judgement." Secondly," they" should" be" able" to" undertake"
technical" legal" practice" and" thirdly," be" able" to" work" effectively" with" others." Given" the"














following" a" similarly" misinformed" path." This" demonstrates" that" although" learning" in" the"
workplace"may"be"useful,"it"does"not"necessarily"happen"and"if"it"does,"there"lack"of"regulation"
of" the"quality"of"supervision"itself," thereby"not"meeting"the"standards" that"the"statement"of"
competence"sets"out.""
"







awareness" perspective," lack" of" knowledge" would" also" mean" that" solicitors" would" not"
necessarily" under" A1" be" culturally" aware" by" ‘Respecting" diversity" and" acting" fairly" and"
inclusively’"and/or"under"part"C"work"with"others"effectively.""
"
The" BSB’s" ‘Professional" Statement’536" which" provides" the" threshold" and" competencies" of"
qualified"barristers" states" in" competency"1" ‘Barristers’" distinctive" characteristics’" that" they"
should"have"sufficient" ‘legal"knowledge"skills"and"attributes’,"which"includes,"amongst"other"
areas,"the"possession"of"‘…knowledge"and"understanding"of"the"law"and"procedure"relevant"to"
their" area(s)" of" practice’." Under" this" competency," they" are" also" expected" to" have" ‘practical"
knowledge"skills"and"attributes’"and"maintain" ‘professional"standards’"which"amongst"other"
areas"includes"to"‘only"accept"work"which"they"believe"they"are"competent"to"undertake’."Again,"
without" legal" education" in" ‘Islamic"Law’," barristers" cannot"be" expected" to"display" the" legal"
knowledge" and" skills," as" well" as" practical" knowledge" and" skills" required," or" be" deemed"
competent"to"undertake"legal"work"in"the"area.""Similarly,"to"the"legal"knowledge"competencies,"
certain" cultural"awareness" competencies"are"also"not"met" easily"without" legal" education"of"
‘Islamic"Law’,"although"cultural"awareness"can"be"taught"outside"of"law."Under"competency"2,"
barristers"are" to"display"certain" ‘personal"values"and"standards’,"which" includes"respecting"




















in" existing" modules" on"
Family" Law," Human"
Rights" and" Finance)" as"
well" as" in" standalone"
modules."
•0Only" approximately" 30%539" of"





is," it" is" at" ‘knows’" and" ‘knows"
how’."
•0Students" may" have" forgotten"
what" they"have" learned"by" the"
time"they"reach"practice"
GDL" •0GDL" students" have"
presumably" made" a"
decision" to" join" a" legal"
profession."
•0 Limited" space" for" additional"
subjects.""
•0 Lack" of" space" on" the" GDL"
means" a" standalone" option"
may" not" be" possible" but"
pervasive" offerings" would" be"
more"easily"integrated."












•0 As" an" ‘academic’" stage"
coverage" may" be" more"





•0Course" is" aligned" to" legal"
practice." That" is," it" is"
designed" at" the" level" of"
‘shows"how’."
•0 Space" within" the" course"
to" include" ‘Islamic" Law’"
pervasively" as"well" as" in"
standalone"modules"




not" explicitly" include" ‘Islamic"








•0Course" is" aligned" to" legal"
practice." That" is," it" is"
designed" at" the" level" of"
‘shows"how’."
•0 Space"within" the"course" to"
include" ‘Islamic" Law’"
pervasively" as" well" as" in"
standalone"modules."
•0Changes" to" the" BPTC" mean"
although" there" will" be"
vocational" ‘qualifying" sessions’"













•0No" specific" requirements" that"
‘Islamic" Law’" be" covered,"
therefore" no" guarantee" of" it"
arising."
•0‘Islamic" Law’" not" explicitly"
mentioned" in" competence"







competence" at" point" of"
qualification," although" to"
achieve" the" levels" of"
competence" required,"
knowledge"of"‘Islamic"Law’"is,"as"
set" out" above," arguably"
required."
•0Introducing"the"subject"here"for"
the" first" time" without" the"
academic"background"risks"lack"
of" understanding" of" the" area,"









knowledge" and" skills" in"
‘Islamic"Law’."
•0Could" be" delivered" at"
‘shows" how’" level," with"
quality"marks" in" the" area"
being"offered."
•0No" specific" requirement" to"
cover"‘Islamic"Law’."
•0Introducing"the"subject"here"for"
the" first" time" without" the"
academic"background"risks"lack"
of" understanding" of" the" area,"
and" difficulty" in" removing"
misconceptions."















training" contract/pupillage," even" if" the" training" contract/pupillage" is" designed" to" enable"
students"to"achieve"the"competences"which,"as"explained"above,"can"be"read"so"as"to"include"
‘Islamic"Law’,"the"less"structured"workplace"environment,"the"complexities"of"the"subject"and"





The"SQE"could"be"a"stage" to" test"knowledge"of" the"subject" to"ensure" that" the"competencies"
discussed" above" involving" ‘Islamic" Law’" are" covered" by" trainee" solicitors." But" this" would"
require"the"subject"being"covered"as"part"of"the"preparatory"courses"for"the"SQE"which"begin"
in" the" year" 2020." Currently" the" subject" is" not" explicitly" mentioned" in" the" SQE" plan.542"
Additionally,"any"questions"as"part"of"the"SQE"would"also"have"to"be"valid,"appropriate"and"










































would" help" remove" a" perpetuation" of" misconceptions," which" if" entrenched" at" the"
undergraduate"stage"would"be"difficult"to"overcome"in"later"legal"education"for"example"at"the"
SQE" or" BPTC" stage." Furthermore," covering" the" subject" on" the" QLD" or" GDL"alongside" other"
traditional"subjects,"would"help"increase"overall"knowledge"in"the"area,"bring"about"attitudinal"
changes"in"regard"to"‘Islamic"Law’"and"correct"misunderstandings,"as"discussed"in"chapters"3"
and" 5." Additionally," the" subject" is" of" such" increasing" importance" in" England" and"Wales," as"


























without" covering" elements" of" ‘Islamic" Law’." " Therefore," as" well" as" the" standalone"module,"
offering"the"subject"pervasively"at"both"the"academic"and"vocational"levels"of"legal"education,"







































consideration"of" ‘Islamic"Law’,"whatever" the"destination"of" those"who"study" those"subjects."
Although"‘Islamic"Law’"discussed"as"part"of"this"study"is"practice"based,"it"incorporates"theory>























literature" review" at" chapter" 3" and" findings" at" chapter" 5," the" subject"would" not" able" to" be"







reflective" of" how" ‘Islamic" Law’" is" specifically" practised" in" England" and" Wales," as" part" of"
domestic"law,"not"as"‘other’.""Although"inevitably"comparisons"would"be"required"with"English"
law," the" comparisons" would" need" to" be" utilised" to" aid" understanding" of" the" ‘Islamic" Law’"
concepts" as" opposed" to" treating" one" system"as"domestic" and" the" other" as" ‘foreign’," or" one"
system"as"superior"and"the"other"as"inferior"or"incorrect"where"Muslims"are"exceptionalised."







nuanced"meaning"of" the" term" ‘Islamic"Law’"and"how," for" the"purposes"of" legal"practice" the"
understanding"of"the"term"is"different"from"the"same"term"in"Islamic"Studies."Therefore,"the"
naming"of"any"module"regarding" the"subject" is"of"vital" importance" to"reflect"the"specialised"
content.""It"is"suggested"the"module"could"be"named"‘Islamic"Practitioner’s"Law’,""‘Islamic"Legal"
Practice’," ‘‘Islamic" Law’" for" Legal" Practice’," ‘‘Islamic" Law’" in" Practice’," " ‘‘Islamic" Law’" and"
Practice’"or"‘Islamic"Legal"Practice"in"England"and"Wales’"or"other"similar"names"to"reflect"the"
nature"of"the"subject."For"the"purposes"of"a"standalone"module,"the"outline"of"topics"therefore"
to" be" covered" in" order" to" adequately" prepare" students" for" legal" practice," taken" from" the"
discussions"at"section"2.5"and"chapters"3"and"5,"can"be"found"at"Appendix"11.







covered"briefly" to" give" a"background,"with" the" subject"matter" then"being" focused" on"more"


















































a" set" benchmark" to" ensure" students"who" have" taken" the" course" have" a"minimum" level" of"
knowledge" (knows," possibly" knows" how)" in" key" areas" of" ‘Islamic" Law’." This" summative"







Although" respondents" felt" that" knowledge" of" Arabic"was" key," it" is" not" realistic," in" a" single"
module,"to"equip"students"with"a"full"understanding"of"the"language.""Pragmatically,"therefore,"
a"glossary"of"key"terms"would"also"need"to"be"supplied"to"students,"given"that"many"of"the"terms"
for" the" subject" originate" in"Arabic" and" some"have"more" than"one"meaning."This"would"aid"
understanding"of" the"subject"and"reduce"complexities"at" this" introductory" level,"and"would"
provide" a" solution" to" the" concerns" of" the" respondents" that"many"misconceptions" occur" in"
teaching"of"the"subject"due"to"lack"of"understanding"of"key"Arabic"terminology."This"could"also"
























In" consideration" of" the" discussions" and" analysis" above," a" draft" course" specification" for" a"
proposed" ‘Islamic"Law’" for" legal"practice" standalone"module" is" set" out"below."This" aims" to"
bridge"the"gap"between"legal"education"and"legal"practice"in"the"area,"and"provide"introductory"







in" the" workplace" to" obtain" true" expertise" in" the" area." " This" module" is" aligned" with" the"
Benchmark"statement"for"law.555"
"







‘’Islamic"Law’"for"Legal"Practice’," " ‘’Islamic"Law’"in"Practice’,"or" ‘’Islamic"
Legal"Practice"in"England"and"Wales’)"
 128"






Framework" for" Higher" Education" Qualifications" in" England"Wales" and"
Northern"Ireland"(FHEQ)"Level"6556"







area" both" nationally" and" internationally" by"Muslims" and" non>Muslims"








students" the" opportunity" to" gain" knowledge" and" skills" to" familiarise"
themselves" with" not" only" the" theory," but" also" practice" in" the" area"
specifically" in" England" and" Wales." The" module" is" based" primarily" on"



















6.0 Analyse"and" recognise" application" in"England"and"Wales"of" ‘Islamic"
Law’"and"demonstrate"problem"solving"skills"in"solving"practice>based"




























familiarisation" with" key" terminology" will" be" required," which" can" be"


















































out" the"background"and" context" of" the"project." " This" chapter"demonstrated" the" increase" in"
British"citizens"with"a"strong"Muslim"identity,"and"the"background"and"context"of"the"study"
exploring"the"increasing"number"of"Muslims"in"Britain"at"section"2.1."Sections"2.2"and"2."3"also"








module" from" thirty>six" purporting" to" teach" ‘Islamic" Law’" for" legal" practice" from" a" Law"
department,"but"this"was"still"missing"out"key"topics"and"only"available"at"the"postgraduate"














knowledge" into"action" in"the"workplace."The"meaning"of" ‘Islamic"Law’" in"the" literature"was"
found"to"be"a"concept"that"was"not"monolithic"with"different"meanings"in"different"contexts,"
although" the"meanings" bore" certain" similarities." The" existence" of" Muslims" in" England" and"
Wales"who"wished" to" follow" only" ‘Islamic" Law’" but" English" law," resulted" in" the" finding" of"









The" meaning" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" was" found" to" be" multi>faceted" with" different" meanings" for"
different" respondents" and" different" practice" areas," but" with" certain" commonalities." How"







that"without" knowledge"of" ‘Islamic"Law’"being"provided"by" academic" legal" education," their"
respective"competencies"could"not"be"confidently"met."The"‘Islamic"Law’"framework"is"a"unique"
framework," that" for" the" first" time"to" the"researcher’s"knowledge"provides"a"solution" to" the"
phenomenon"under"study,"was"then"proposed"at"chapter"6."This"was"created"as"a"result"of"the"





practice" but" variations" in" recognition," accommodation," (‘actual" pluralism’)" and," at" times"
assimilation"of" ‘Islamic"Law’"(‘beyond"pluralism’)."This"has"been"with"the"support"of"the"UK"
government,"who" in"areas"such"as" Islamic"Finance"are"keen" to" take"advantage"of" the"global"
 133"
economy." " Those" practising" in" the" area,"whether" for" the" purposes" of" domestic" practice" or"
international"practice,"prior"to"this"study"did"not"have"formal"practice>oriented"legal"education"
in" the" area."What"was" available"was" little" beyond" optional"modules" at" undergraduate" and"
graduate"level," that"were" largely"cultural," theoretical"and"historical,"with"an"Islamic"Studies"













on"English" law,"but"on" ‘Islamic"Law’" to"reconcile" their"religious" identity"with" their"national"
identity." " They" are" not" only" British," but" hold" their" faith" as" a" key" element" of" their" identity,"
meaning"that"for"those"advising"them,""legal"knowledge"and"skills"in"the"area"are"long"overdue"
to"meet"client"needs"and"uphold"the"rule"of"law."But"this"increasing"presence"of"‘Islamic"Law’"in"
legal" practice" has" not" been" reflected" by" an" increase" in" LSET" in" the" area." This" has" led" to"
misconceptions,"erroneous"decisions,"and"confusion,"even"where"expert"witnesses"have"been"
involved," as" those" asking" for" the" advice," and" those"making"decisions"upon" it," are"often"not"
sufficiently"educated"in"the"area."Therefore,"there"is"a"clear"need"for"solicitors"and"barristers"to"
understand"and"be"able"to"advise"on"basic"areas"of"‘Islamic"Law’."Even"successful"autodidacts"
in" the" field" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" have" recognised" the" need" for" a" more" structured" educational"
response."A"major"problem"perceived"by"the"respondents"of"this"study"has"been"the"perception"
of" ‘Islamic"Law’"as"monolithic"and"unchanging"by"many"commentators,"and" the"assumption"


























unmet"need" for" knowledge"of" ‘Islamic"Law’" to"be"provided"as"part" of" LSET" in"England"and"
Wales."There"is"a"wide"gap"between"legal"education"and"legal"practice"of"the"subject,"leaving"
those"who"practise" in"the"area"to"operate" in"a"manner" that" is"not"compliant"with" the"SRA’s"
Statement" of" Solicitor" Competence560" or" the" BSB’s" Professional" Statement.561" "Without" this"
subject"now"being"mandatorily"taught"pervasively"in"the"relevant"subject"areas"in"the"GDL,"and"
being"included"as"an"optional"module"as"well"as"pervasively"in"the"undergraduate"law"degrees"




In"order" to"benefit" the"majority"of" legal"professionals"who"are" likely"to"encounter" issues"of"
Islamic"Law"in"practice"(that"is,"solicitors"and"barristers),"it"was"concluded"at"chapter"6"that"it"


















has" resulted" in" the" study" and" design" of" the" first" ever" ‘Islamic" Law" and" Practice’" module"
specifically"for"legal"practice"in"England"and"Wales,"drafted"with"reference"to"the"competencies"
of" solicitors" and" barristers." The" study" is" also" unique" in" considering" a" range" of" educational"
approaches" and" options" for" ‘Islamic" Law’" in" legal" education." It" has" focused" specifically" in"
targeting" legal" practice," from" the" perspective" of" a" legal" practitioner" that" has" experience" in"
English" law," and" rejecting" the"notion" the" subject" can"be" taught"sufficiently" from"an" Islamic"















study"under" the"banner"of" ‘Islamic"Law’" for" legal"practice," brings" together"history," culture,"
pluralism,"education"and"practice,"to"enable"for"the"first"time"the""legal"needs"of"British"Muslims"
and" clients" involved"with" ‘Islamic"Law’" to"be" truly"met."This" study"offers" legal" education" a"
method"of"providing"a"basic"knowledge"of"‘Islamic"Law’"to"future"solicitors"and"barristers,"and"
 136"




The" contribution" to" practice" follows" on" from" this" in"making" a" recommendation" for" a" new"
‘Islamic" Law’" module" for" legal" practice" as" well" as" introduction" of" areas" of" ‘Islamic" Law’"
pervasively"in"other"subjects"to"address"the"gaps"in"knowledge." "These"unique"insights"have"
been"possible"through"data"collection"from"those"at"the"forefront"of"the"field"in"academia"and"












who"may" be" based" abroad," but" need" local" advice," bringing" economic" benefits." " This" study"
additionally"gathers"in"one"place,"the"foundations"of" ‘Islamic"Law’"in"legal"practice"for"those"
who"practise"it"and"may"become"part"of"MILLI"discussed"at"section"6.2.""The"creation"of"this"








for" legal" practice." By" consulting," from" a" hermeneutical" phenomenological" perspective,"
























for" example" Family" Law," Finance" and" Commercial" Law," and"Human"Rights" to"define"more"
precisely""the"areas"that"are"of"particular"relevance"or"importance"to"British"Muslims"or"legal"
practice" in"England"and"Wales." "This"would"also"grant"better"coverage" to"each"area"of"legal"
practice" in" which" ‘Islamic" Law’" plays" a" role," and" would" provide" a" solution" to" increase"
knowledge"in"the"area,"if"the"module"was"only"offered"as"an"optional"module."This"would"also"









underneath" them’564" and," for" the" rule" of" law" to" be" upheld." This" could" be"done" in" a" similar"








area" of" ‘Islamic" Law’," by" the" LSB,567" SRA," BSB," and" the" UK" parliament" jointly." Setting" up"
minimum"qualifications,"experience"and"a"list"of"verified"experts"in"different"areas"of"‘Islamic"
Law’" would" help" minimise" some" of" the" previous" erroneous" and" contradictory" decisions"
discussed"and"would"also"assist"legal"professionals"who"do"not"have"experience"in"the"area,"to"
find"competent"experts"in"the"area.""The"SRA"and"BSB"should"also"assess"whether"the"need"for"
knowledge" and" skills" is" now" such" that" explicit" recognition" is" needed" in" the" competence"
statements"of"both"solicitors"and"barristers."Furthermore," the"Law"Society"as"with" to"other"
areas"of"law"where"they"have"developed"quality"marks,568"could"develop"one"for"‘Islamic"Law’"
in"order" to"increase"standards"in"the"area."This"study"may"also"be" further"developed" in" the"
future"by"investigating"other"types"of"legal"professionals,"for"example"legal"executives(CILEx),"





Finally," ‘Islamic" Law’" in" legal" practice" in" England"and"Wales," is" an" area" that" is" continually"
evolving"and"therefore"client"needs"in"the"area"regularly"require"to"be"surveyed"and"updates"
provided"to"legal"professionals,"as"they"are"in"other"areas"of"legal"practice.""Although"this"study"
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Survey Information sheet  
 
Project title To what extent is there is need for knowledge of ‘Islamic Law’ to be provided as part of legal education for 
legal professionals in England and Wales? 
Researcher’s name Sairah Al-Qasim (Professional Doctorate Student, Nottingham Law School, Nottingham Trent 
University) 
Supervisor’s name Jane Ching (Professor of Professional Legal Education, Nottingham Law School, Nottingham Trent 
University) 
 
What is this research project about? 
The aim of this project is to identify the extent there is a need for knowledge of ‘Islamic Law’ as part of legal education for 
legal professionals in England and Wales. It will determine if ‘Islamic Law’ needs to be included as part of legal education 
and, if so, how. The meaning of ‘Islamic Law’ in the context of legal practice will be established and existing curricula teaching 
‘Islamic Law’ in law schools in England and Wales will be analysed. The purpose is to explore how legal education can meet 
the needs of legal professionals in regard to ‘Islamic Law’ as a result of its presence in England and Wales as part of legal 
practice.   
 
Why have I been invited?  
You are being invited to participate in the first stage of data collection of this research project, to investigate if there is a 
need for knowledge of ‘Islamic Law’ by legal professionals in England and Wales. As a legal professional in this jurisdiction 
you have been selected to help the researcher obtain information as to how as to how ‘Islamic Law' and the needs of 
Muslim clients currently impacts on legal practice work. 
Do I have to take part?  
No. If you do not, then you will not hear from the researcher again unless you indicate to the researcher you are able to 
assist at later stage of the project. If you agree to take part but change your mind, before starting the questionnaire, or at 
any stage during the completion, you can withdraw, without any adverse consequences (in particular your employer, your 
university or any other third party will not know that you have withdrawn).  Because there are time constraints on the 
study, it will not be possible to withdraw your information or ask for any part of it not to be used once the questionnaire 
has been submitted to the researcher. 
 
Can I recommend other individuals to the researcher who may have an interest in this project and may be willing 
to take part? 
Yes, certainly. The researcher aims to collect data as widely as possible to ensure accuracy and credibility of this project. 
Should you be able to recommend another suitable participant, please tick the relevant box on the survey and ensure you 
have obtained their consent before separately emailing their contact details to the researcher on the address provided. 
You are not obliged to explain anything about the research to another participant nor send them any links to the project.  
For privacy and confidentiality, neither yours nor the recommended individual’s participation or non-participation will be 
discussed with either of you at any stage. 
 
What will happen to me if I take part?  
You will be asked to respond to a questionnaire about your experiences with ‘Islamic Law’ as a legal professional.  This 
questionnaire should take no longer than 30-45 minutes.  You may agree to a follow up interview to find out more about 
your experience.  You should consider, in deciding what to tell the researcher, whether any of that information might 
accidentally identify you, your employer or any related third party (e.g. a particular work practice which the researcher 
will not know is unique to your firm). 
 
What are the possible advantages and disadvantages of taking part?  
The benefits of taking part are that you will be able to contribute to the shaping of future legal education in the England 
and Wales. Your input may assist others in your profession as well as your clients to ultimately ensure the best legal 
services are being provided. Participating in the research is not anticipated to cause you any disadvantage or discomfort. 
Your employer or any other third party will not be told whether or not you have taken part.  Taking part will not, 
therefore, affect your standing in any way. You will not receive any payment for your participation. 
 
What will happen to the information I provide? 
Your contact details will be kept securely by the researcher, under password and all contact details and, e.g., emails and 
other correspondence will be deleted after the project. Copies of hard copy consent forms will, however, be printed out 
and held in a locked cabinet by the researcher until the completion of the doctoral project, following which they will be 
destroyed.. 
Anonymous summaries will be created in the course of analysis of the group of questionnaires as a whole to assist in 
collating the finding of the research. These will be deleted after the completion project unless you give consent to the 
researcher for its use in other publications, and/or in an open access format.  
The information you provide will be analysed and used as part of the write-up of this research project.  The write- up may 
include anonymised quotations from the questionnaire.  If you give consent to the researcher for its use in other 
publications, and/or in an open access format, it may also be used there but will still be anonymised. Although researcher 
will take  precautions will ensure that no-one will be able to trace any quotations back to you or your employer caution 
should be exercised by you during the course of the survey, whether any of that information might accidentally identify 
you, your employer or a third party (e.g. a particular work practice which the researcher will not know is unique to your 
firm). The researcher cannot be held responsible for such disclosure. 
 
What is the next stage? 
If you wish to take part, please complete the consent form below and start the survey.  
Updates of the progress of this research will be place on Nottingham Law School’s Centre of Legal Education webpage 
http://www.nlscle.org.uk.   
 
What if there is a problem? 
We hope this is unlikely.  However, if you do have any concerns or wish to complain, please contact the researcher via email 






Survey Consent Form 
Project title To what extent is there is need for knowledge of ‘Islamic Law’ to be provided as part of legal education for legal professionals in England 
and Wales? 
Researcher’s name Sairah Al-Qasim (Professional Doctorate Student, Nottingham Law School, Nottingham Trent University) 
Supervisor’s name Jane Ching (Professor of Professional Legal Education, Nottingham Law School, Nottingham Trent University) 
About the project As part of a Professional Doctorate project, the researcher interested in finding out more the way in which ‘Islamic Law’ and the needs 
of Muslim clients impact on legal practice, so as to draw conclusions about the extent to which there is a need for knowledge of ‘Islamic Law’ to be 
provided as part of legal education for legal professionals in England and Wales. 
 
About the survey This survey is anonymous and should take no more than 30 minutes to complete. You may withdraw from the survey at any point 
prior to pressing the “submit” button at the end.  Pressing the submit button will be taken as your consent to providing your  information to the 
researcher and (if necessary) as confirmation that you are over 18. 
The information you provide will be analysed and used in the creation of publications and reports.  These may include anonymised quotations from the 
survey.   
You will be asked, at the end of the survey, whether you are willing to participate in a follow up interview.  If you are willing to do so, you may be 
contacted by the researcher to arrange a telephone interview.  Any contact details you provide will be kept securely and deleted at the end of the project. 
The results of the survey and any contact details you provide will be kept securely and confidentially by the researcher until the end of the project.   
 
Please tick below if applicable 
 √ 
I have read and understood the information sheet for this project which I may keep for my records and agree to 
take part.  
 
  
I have had the opportunity to ask any questions I may have.  
 
  
I understand that my information will be held and processed for the purposes of this research project and possible 





I understand that data will be held confidentially and that I will not be identified in any publications or reports 




I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time until the conclusion of 













     
Name of Participant  Date  Signature 
     
     
     
Researcher  Date  Signature 
 
Contact details 
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LLLC1431 is Islamic Law in Practice Module 




The questions are as follows: 
 
How many years has each module been running, how often is it offered? 
 
 
LLLC 1431 Introduction to Islamic Law has been running on the CertHE Arabic Middle Eastern 
Studies programme for 20 years now. 
 
 
Which department is responsible for running each of the modules? 
 
The Lifelong Learning Centre (LLLC) runs the module. 
 
What programmes are both modules offered on? 
 
The module is currently part of the Certificate in Higher Education Arabic Islamic and Middle 
Eastern Studies (level 1). This module is also available as a ‘Discovery module’ and therefore 
open to all undergraduates across the university.   
 
 
(d) What is the background/reasoning for offering these modules? I 
am particularly interested in (1) as it is new as far as I am aware. 
 
LLLC 1431 module was designed and offered to students to give them a comprehensive 
foundation and firm grounding in subjects that are connected to Islamic Studies. By the end of 
level 1, the modules studied give students the knowledge connected to the history, theology, 
law, culture and society of the Middle East in order to further their studies at level 2 and 3 of 
their respective chosen degree. Many of our students also choose ARAB 2280 in level 2 or 3 to 




















Dr Abdul B Shaikh 
Teaching Fellow in Islamic Studies 
Department of Arabic, Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies (AIMES) 
Languages, Cultures and Societies (LCS) 
Lifelong Learning Centre 
University of Leeds 













Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/arabicatleeds 




Arabic, Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Leeds has been ranked first by 
subject in the Russell Group Universities in the 2015-2016 National Student Survey (NSS) 
   
Unity, Prophecy and Eschatology in the Abrahamic Traditions, (2017) Noor Publications, Dusseldorf.  
 
Author of Medieval and Modern Concepts of Creation in the Abrahamic Faiths, (2011) Lincom Europa Munchen 
 
Science and Religion at the Crossroads:Conflict and Conciliation. In Journal of Inter-Disciplinary Research on Religion 
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Framework" for" Higher" Education" Qualifications" in" England" Wales" and"
Northern"Ireland"(FHEQ)"Level"61"






partially" in"over" fifty"countries."There" is"an" increasing" interest" in" the"area"
both" nationally" and" internationally" by"Muslims" and" nonHMuslims" alike." In"
England"and"Wales,"there"have"been"an"increasing"number"of"cases"involving"
‘Islamic"Law’"coming"before"the"courts"and"it"has"had"a"significant"impact"on"

























English" law" and" the" pluralistic" nature" of" British" society" in" regard" to"
‘Islamic"Law’."
6.! Analyse"and"recognise"application"in"England"and"Wales"of"‘Islamic"Law’""
and" demonstrate" problem" solving" skills" in" " solving" practiceHbased"
problems" in" relevant" areas" of" ‘Islamic" Law’," applying" theoretical"
knowledge"to"do"so"."
7.! Conduct" effective" independent" research" in" the" field" of" ‘Islamic"Law’" in"
legal"practice""


















case" studies," simulations," concept"mapping," experiential" learning"methods"
are" mandatory," as" well" as" the" use" of" technology," in" order" to" place" the"
knowledge"into"context"and"the"relevant"practice"skills"to"be"developed."
"
As" the" primary" sources" of" ‘Islamic" Law’" are" in" the" Arabic" language," basic"
familiarisation"with"key"terminology"will"be"required,"which"can"be"obtained"
through" the" glossary" listed" in" the"materials"and" text" section." Students" are"
required" to" bring" the" glossary" to" each" class" and" to" be" assisted" by" the"
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